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This book provides an important compilation and synthesis of current work in transition to school research. The book focuses strongly on the
theoretical underpinnings of research in transition to school. It outlines key theoretical positions and connects those to the implications for policy and
practice, thereby challenging readers to re-conceptualize their understandings, expectations and perceptions of transition to school. The exploration of
this range of theoretical perspectives and the application of these to a wide range of research and research contexts makes this book an important
and innovative contribution to the scholarship of transition to school research. A substantial part of the book is devoted to detailed examples of
transition to school practice. These chapters provide innovative examples of evidence-based practice and contribute in turn, to practice-based
evidence. The book is also devoted to considering policy issues and implications related to the transition to school. It records a genuine, collaborative
effort to bring together a range of perspectives into a Transition to School Position Statement that will inform ongoing research, practice and policy.
The collaborative, research, policy and practice based development of this position statement represents a world-first.
Every book, paper, or dissertation in the social sciences involves some element of literature review. This is the first book to systematize the practice of
reviewing existing literature, and will thus be invaluable to everyone who writes in the social sciences. Those students who have some background in
basic research methods and statistics will find that this book shows them how to produce a review that can be replicated, will achieve concensus, and
focus debate in a constructive fashion.
Spirituality and Healing as it Relates to Nursing Practice, a Thesis
The Nature of Madness
Social Support and Breastfeeding
Obesity and Type 2 Diabetes

The purpose of this review is to provide an overview of how nurses have integrated spirituality into their practice.
The 1980s information explosion on new-product development demands a broad-scope, up-to-date review of literature. This
comprehensive, annotated bibliography cites more than 450 articles and books on product development. It is a thoroughly
integrative review of marketing, business, and engineering literatures. First outlining key issues and problems faced by
product managers, Calantone and di Benedetto determine to what extent these concerns have been addressed. This report
is a valuable entry into innovation literature for both product managers and academic researchers.
Operations Management for Social Good
Factors that Influence Adolescent Pregnancy
Adolescent Smoking
Exercise and Fall Prevention
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A Relationship Between Caffeine Consumption and Blood Pressure
The purpose of this literature review is to examine past and current research on the effectiveness of assisted outpatient commitment.
The objective of this study is to review crowdsourcing literature of the business and management disciplines and to know its relation
with the open innovation concept. A systematic literature review is used in this study. Studies on crowdsourcing are published mostly in
recent years, 2011-2013. Studies are highly dispersed, published in a very wide range of journals and are mostly based on a single case
as data source. Content analysis of the findings of articles are performed to synthesize the findings in the extant literature. Most of the
qualitative articles used single case method and most of the quantitative studies relied on online survey over a single crowdsourcing
platform. Studies and scholars in the literature are from a limited number of countries. Although crowdsourcing as a concept overlaps
with the open innovation concept, by no means, it can be considered a concept under the broad umbrella of open innovation concept.
Based on identified gaps, future research avenues are presented.
Evaluating Therapeutic Touch
An Integrative Literature Review to Assess the Potential of a Creative Way for Nurses to Reflect on Practice
A Step-by-Step Guide to Conducting an Integrative Review
Conducting an Integrative Literature Review and Content Analysis
Transitions to School - International Research, Policy and Practice
This volume showcases the presentations and discussions delivered at the 2018 POMS International Conference in Rio. Through a
collection of selected papers, it is possible to review the impact and application of operations management for social good, with
contributions across a wide range of topics, including: humanitarian operations and crisis management, healthcare operations
management, sustainable operations, artificial intelligence and data analytics in operations, product innovation and technology in
operations management, marketing and operations management, service operations and servitization, logistics and supply chain
management, resilience and risk in operations, defense, and tourism among other emerging Operations Management issues. The
Production and Operations Management Society (POMS) is one of the most important and influential societies in the subject of Production
Engineering and, as an international professional and academic organization, represents the interests of professionals and academics in
production management and operations around the world.
This book provides guidance to readers for how to conduct an integrative review. Over the decades, with the expansion of evidencebased practice (EBP), the evolution of methods used in reviews has resulted in a wide spectrum of review types. Due to the overlapping
characteristics of the various review methods, confusion exists related to terminology, descriptions and methods of each type. To fill this
gap, this book examines components necessary to conduct a rigorous integrative review from formulating questions through
dissemination of the results of the review. Each chapter focuses on one component or step in this process and is written in a
straightforward and readable manner. An integrative review is considered by many as an actual research study, hence it should be
approached following established research methods involving well‐defined steps. The integrative review is often compared with the
systematic review. Both are used in healthcare research and follow a systematic process in reviewing literature and developing
recommendations, but there are important differences that are addressed in the book. Evidence-based practice (EBP) demands high
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quality, rigorous evidence for nurse clinicians to make informed decisions with and for their patients. In nursing education, the integrative
review is a frequent capstone project for graduate students and forms the basis for many doctoral projects. The Integrative review
process should be valid, reliable and transparent and this book provides clear guidelines for writing an integrative review for students,
educators, clinicians, and researchers. This book is a useful addition to courses for both undergraduate and graduate level writers of
integrative reviews. In academia, a likely adoption would be in graduate research and research methods courses, and baccalaureate
honor courses.
Health Issues Pertaining to Black Young, Gay, Bisexual, and Other Men who Have Sex with Men
Concept Development in Nursing
Psychological Perspectives on the Commerce of Intimacy
Systematic Reviews
Crowdsourcing in Business and Management Disciplines

A Step-by-Step Guide to Conducting an Integrative ReviewSpringer Nature
This case study describes the processes involved in developing and conducting an integrative literature
review and content analysis. The importance of adhering to a systematic search method and establishing
concrete parameters for article inclusion/exclusion is discussed. The integrative review sought to identify
peer-reviewed articles published between 1988 and 2013 that addressed the health issues pertaining to
Black young, gay, bisexual, and other men who have sex with men.
Comfort
The Relationship Between Healthy Work Environment and Nursing-sensitive Patient Outcomes
Gender Differences in Depression
The Challenges and Opportunities for Incorporating Gray Literature in an Integrative Literature Review
Predictors of Relapse in Alcohol Use Disorder
This text presents state-of-the-art methods for developing concepts appropriate for nursing. It
offers a wide array of approaches to concept development, ranging from the classic to the
cutting-edge in a manner that balances philosophical foundations with techniques and
practical examples. Explores approaches ranging from the classic to constructivist to critical
or postmodern Balances philosophy and methods, illustrating each method with a complete
example of a specific concept developed using that method. Offers new chapters on a
multiphase approach to concept analysis, dimensional analysis, critical approaches, and
building a program of research
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Reviewing research evidence for nursing practice: systematic reviews highlights the key issues
involved in conducting different types of systematic reviews - encompassing qualitative
studies, quantitative studies and combining quantitative and qualitative studies. It enables
nurses and researchers to understand the key principles involved in preparing systematic
reviews and to critically appraise the reviews they read and evaluate their usefulness in
developing their own practice. Each section starts with an overview of the methodology,
followed by a selection of systematic reviews carried out in specialist areas of nursing practice.
Part 1 explores systematic reviews and meta-analysis of quantitative research, part 2 explores
meta-synthesis and meta-study of qualitative research and part 3 addresses integrative reviews
that combine both qualitative and quantitative evidence. The final part explores the use of
systematic reviews in service and practice development.
Is Bipolar Disorder in Children Over Diagnosed?, a Thesis
Mindfulness and School-age Children
An Integrative Literature Review of the Utilisation of Reflexology in Adults with Chronic
Disease
Successful Industrial Product Innovation
2018 POMS International Conference in Rio
The impact of the nursing work environment on patient safety has received national attention, and has led to efforts to reduce
morbidity and mortality in the health care environment (American Hospital Association, 2004). According to the American
Association of Critical-Care Nurses, (2005) there is mounting evidence that unhealthy work environments contribute to medical
errors, ineffective care delivery, and stress among health care professionals. There are few studies that examine a healthy work
environment and the effect on patient outcomes. The purpose of this integrative literature review was to analyze the research that
has been completed on healthy work environments and the effect they have on nursing-sensitive patient outcomes. An extensive
literature search was performed using the following databases: the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
(CINAHL), Medical Literature On-Line (MEDLINE), The Agency for Health care Research and Quality Patient Safety Network
(AHRQ PSN), and The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation publications on-line database. The studies were evaluated using the
following strategies: overall quality, data reduction, and identification of patterns, themes, variations and relationships. They were
then further analyzed and synthesized using; data display, data comparison, conclusion drawing and verification. Twelve studies
met the inclusion criteria and were compiled, organized by theme and analyzed based on similarities and differences. The data
was examined, discrepancies and gaps in literature were discussed and conclusions were drawn based on the patterns found in
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the literature. The majority (n= 9; 75%) of the articles that met inclusion criteria suggested that a healthy work environment effects
nursing sensitive patient outcomes by showing a decrease in the number of negative outcomes. However researchers used
multiple healthy work environment factors and different patient outcomes in each study making it difficult to compare results. The
findings of this research suggests the need for better identification of a healthy work environment, the use of consistent nursingsensitive patient outcomes by researchers, and suggests the importance of a healthy work environment on all aspects of patient
care. Findings strengthen the principle that the work environment at the unit level mediates the effects of nursing interventions.
Academic Paper from the year 2020 in the subject Health - Nursing Science - Miscellaneous, grade: A, Kenyatta University,
language: English, abstract: The Nursing profession has been established as one of the dynamic and evolving fields that involve
interactions with healthcare professionals and patients from diverse backgrounds. This target can only be achieved when nurses
are trained on attending to all patients equally without prejudice and working in a multicultural society without any discrimination.
This should begin from the core units where nurses are getting trained, especially in medical schools early enough so that when
they finally get to work, they have the capacity to handle and work across different cultures and diverse backgrounds while
maintaining respect for everyone regardless of the existing differences between them. In this regard, this paper seeks to conduct a
critical literature review on the importance of cultural competence in the nursing profession.
Reviewing Research Evidence for Nursing Practice
Integrative Literature Review on the Importance of Cultural Competence in Nursing
Preparedness in Public Health Nurses
Motivation for Lifestyle Changes for Type 2 Diabetics
An Integrative Literature Review
Reflexology -- Integrative literature review -- Chronic disease.
Integrative literature reviews are like many other types of reviews in that they can synthesize and provide accessible summaries of
studies on a topic of interest. Integrative reviews have the advantage of being able to incorporate any type of evidence, including gray
literature, which make them well rounded and less prone to publication bias because they do not discriminate based on hierarchies of
evidence. However, although there is an increasing acknowledgment about the value of gray literature, there are some inherent
challenges when trying to search for and work with it. The purpose of this case study is to reflect on some of those challenges and the
decisions I made to complete an integrative review that incorporated gray literature.
An Integrative Literature Review on Student Stress in the Physical Therapy Program, how it is Measured and what Can be Done
Gender and Emotions
Medication Compliance in Hypertension
Timing of the Initial Newborn Bath
Young Children and Chronic Community Violence
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The purpose of this integrative literature review was to evaluate which components of leadership could be best
applied in a nursing home environment to motivate and inspire nursing staff and eventually, to promote nursing
staff retention.
Treatment Modalities for Children with Autism
Foundations, Techniques, and Applications
Leadership and Management in Long-term Care Facilties, a Thesis
The Impact of the Compressed Workweek on Nursing Practice
An Integrative Literature Review Exploring Developmental Considerations
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